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80mm Aluminium Freestanding
Football Goal Posts - 16' x 7'
BX/DC 2819/80
Stadia Sports 9-a-side, 16' x 7' Freestanding Fixed
Aluminium Football Goals. Ideal for use on artificial
surface pitches where the pitch is multi-use. Supplied as
a pair.
Also available as a complete goal package (includes
2 x goals, sockets, nets and net supports).

<p>Stadia Sports Freestanding
Football Goals with fixed net
supports are designed to be used on
artificial surfaces with freestanding
goals. The goal posts are 9-a-side
16' x 7' made from aluminium, sit
freestanding on the ground and have
fixed joints for maximum lifespan.
These goals should always be
anchored at all times to meet the
British standard below (anchors
available separetly). Nets (sold
separetely) are supported with full
international net supports that run
from the crossbar to the backbar
which also acts as the frame of the
goal. </p> <p><li>Made in the
UK.</li> <li>Tested to BS EN
8462.</li> <li>Manufactured from
80mm x diameter x 3mm aluminium
which incorporates 4 strengthening
bars for maximum strength.</li>
<li>Mitred corner joints complete with
an internal 'L' shaped bracket and
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external bracket for the strongest
fixing of aluminium football
goals.</li> <li>Goal posts are painted
white as standard.</li> <li>Comes
with safety net hooks.</li></p>
Dimensions:
16' x 7' (4.88m x 2.13m)
Specification:
80mm OD x 3mm thick aluminium
Tested to BS EN 8462
Powder coated white as standard
Nets not included
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